THREE MORE REASONS TO APPLY TO OHIO STATE

DIVERSE COMMUNITY. There is no such thing as a typical Ohio State graduate student. More than 10,000 graduate students enroll at Ohio State each year from a wide variety of ethnic, racial, and cultural backgrounds, including approximately 2,500 students from more than 100 countries around the world.

COMPETITIVE FUNDING. Ohio State graduate fellowships and associateships are the primary source of financial assistance provided to graduate students. This type of financial support includes tuition, fees, a stipend, and healthcare subsidy.

COLUMBUS, OHIO. The capital of Ohio and home to Ohio State, Columbus is the nation’s 15th largest city and the largest city in Ohio, with nearly two million people in the region. The city is a major metropolitan area with national corporations, a vibrant arts community, professional sports franchises, distinctive neighborhoods with diverse housing options, and access to many recreational and cultural opportunities. Columbus has a great, central location and is within a one-day drive or one-hour flight of 41 percent of the U.S. population.

YOU WANT A GRADUATE DEGREE & THE GRADUATE SCHOOL WANTS TO HELP.

GRADUATE SCHOOL INFORMATION

CYNDI FREEMAN
DIRECTOR of GRADUATE STUDENT RECRUITMENT and DIVERSITY INITIATIVES

FREEMAN.414@OSU.EDU • (614) 247-6377
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GRADUATE ADMISSIONS
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THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
GRADUATE SCHOOL
WHATEVER YOUR INTERESTS, YOU CAN PURSUE THEM AT OHIO STATE

The Ohio State University is one of the world's best comprehensive, public research universities. We offer 94 doctoral programs, 108 master's programs, and countless opportunities for interdisciplinary work.

Ohio State's reputation spans the globe. And that reach is tied to the research done by Ohio State faculty and graduate students.

When you earn a graduate degree from Ohio State, you can be assured that your degree will be recognized nationally and internationally.

Accounting, MAcc
Accounting and Management Information Systems-PhD
Aeronautical and Astronautical Engineering-PhD, MS
African-American and African Studies-PhD, MA
Agricultural and Extension Education-PhD, MEd, MS *
Agricultural, Environmental & Developmental Economics-PhD, MS
Allied Medicine-MS
Anatomy-PhD, MS
Animal Sciences-PhD, MS
Anthropology-PhD, MA
Applied Clinical and Preclinical Research-MACRP *
Architecture-MArch
Art-MFA
Art Education-MA
Arts Administration, Education and Policy-PhD
Arts Policy and Administration-MA
Astronomy-PhD, MS
Atmospheric Sciences-PhD, MS
Audiology-Aud
Biochemistry-PhD, MS
Biomedical Engineering-PhD, MS
Biomedical Sciences Graduate Program-PhD
Biophysics-PhD, MS
Biostatistics-PhD
Business Administration-PhD, MBA, Part-time MBA, Executive MBA
Business Finance-Specialized Masters (SMF)
Business Logistics Engineering-MBLE
Business Operational Excellence-MBOE
Chemical Engineering-PhD, MS
Chemical Physics-PhD, MS
Chemistry-PhD, MS
City and Regional Planning-PhD, MCRP
Civil Engineering-PhD, MS
Communication-PhD, MA
Comparative and Veterinary Medicine-PhD, MS
Comparative Studies-PhD, MA
Computer Science and Engineering-PhD, MS
Consumer Sciences-PhD, MS
Dance-MFA
Dance Studies-PhD
Dental Hygiene-MDHY *
Dentistry-MS
Design-MFA, MA
Earth Sciences-PhD, MS
East Asian Languages and Literatures-PhD, MA
East Asian Studies Interdisciplinary Master’s Degree-MA
Economics-PhD
Education: Teaching & Learning-PhD, MEd, MA, EdS
Educational Studies-PhD, EdD, MA, EdS
Electrical and Computer Engineering-PhD, MS
English-PhD, MFA, MA
Entomology-PhD, MS
Environment and Natural Resources-PhD, MENV, MS
Environmental Science-PhD, MS
Evolution, Ecology & Organismal Biology-PhD, MS
Food Science and Technology-PhD, MS
Food, Agricultural & Biological Engineering-PhD, MS
French & Italian-PhD, MA
Genetic Counseling-MS *
Geodeic Science-PhD, MS
Geography-PhD, MA
Germanic Languages and Literatures-PhD, MA
Global Engineering Leadership-MGEL *
Greek and Latin-PhD, MA
Health and Rehabilitation Science-PhD, MS
Health Services Management and Policy-MHA
History-PhD, MA
History of Art-PhD, MA
Horticulture and Crop Science-PhD, MS
Human Development and Family Science-PhD
Human Nutrition-MS
Human Resource Management-MSSTLAW
Human Resource Management-MHRM *
Industrial and Systems Engineering-PhD, MS
Italian-PhD
Kinesiology-PhD, EdD, MS
Landscape Architecture-MLA
Latin American Studies-MA
Law, Master in the Study of-MSSTLAW
Linguistics-PhD
Materials Science and Engineering-PhD, MS
Mathematics-PhD
Mathematical Sciences, Master of-MMS
Mechanical Engineering-PhD, MS
Medical Science-MS
Microbiology-PhD
Molecular Cellular and Developmental Biology-PhD
Molecular Genetics-PhD
Music-PhD, DMA, MA, MM
Near Eastern Languages and Cultures-PhD, MA
Neuroscience Graduate Program-PhD
Nuclear Engineering-PhD, MS
Nursing-PhD, MS *
Nursing Practice-DNP
Occupational Therapy-DPT
Ohio State University Biochemistry Program-PhD
Ohio State University Nutrition Program-PhD
Oral Biology-PhD
Pathology-MS
Pharmaceutical Sciences-PhD, MS
Pharmacology-MS
Philosophy-PhD
Physical Therapy-DPT
Physics-PhD
Plant Health Management-MPH *
Plant Pathology-PhD, MS
Political Science-PhD
Portuguese-PhD
Psychology-PhD
Public Health-PhD, MS, MPH
Public Policy and Management-PhD, MPA, MA
Slavic and East European Languages and Cultures-PhD, MA
Slavic and East European Studies-MA
Social Work-PhD, MSW
Sociology-PhD
Spanish & Portuguese-PhD, MA
Speech and Hearing Science-PhD, MA
Speech Language Pathology-MA
Statistics-PhD, MS, MAS
Theatre-PhD, MFA, MA
Translational Plant Sciences-PhD
Vision Science-PhD, MS
Welding Engineering-PhD, MS *
Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies-PhD, MA
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